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16.3 I 1 Electronics Laboratory I

Experim ent 7
Bipolar Transistor Characteristics

Objective:
To display and record the collector characteristics of the 2N3904 transistor.
use the characteristic curves to determine the Bo. of the transistor.

Materials Needed:
One 2N3904 NPN transistor
Transistor Curve tracer

Reference data:
Sedra & Smith chapter 4 fig. 4.15,4.34,4.36

Engineering Problem:
1. Wire the common emitter configuration shown below. Start with both power supplies

at 0 volts. Resistor Rs is to limit bias current and to determine the base current.
. Slowly increase Vee until voltage across Rn is 1.65 volts. This gives you a base

current of 50uA, to check this apply ohms law to Re.

Without adjusting the setting of Vse , slowly increase Vcc until 2.0 volts is across
the transistor's collector and emitter. This voltage is VcE Then measure and record
Vcc for this setting , compute the collector current by applying ohms law to voltage
across Rc
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3. Without adjusting the base current repeat with VcE of 4v,6 v, 8v, l0volts as above.
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4' Reset Vcc to 0 volts and adjust Vsa until Vne is 3.3 volts. The base current shouldbe l00uA.

5' without adjusting the setting of Vse , slowly increase Vcc until 2.0 volts is across
the transistor's collector and emitter. This voltage is Vce Then measure and record

I:: i:"is 
setting , compute the colrector current by apprying ohms raw to vortage

ACTOSS KC .

without adjusting the base current repeat with vce of 4v, 6 v, gv, r0vorts as above

Reset Vcc to 0 volts and adjust Vae until Vns is 4.95 volts. The base current shouldbe l50uA.

8' without adjusting the setting of Vss , slowly increase Vcc until 2.0 volts is across
the transistor's collector and emitter. This voltage is VcE Then measure and record
Vcc for this setting , compute the collector current by applying ohms law to voltage
across Rc

9' Plot three collector characteristic curves using the data recorded. The collector
characteristic curve is a graph of Vce versus Ic for a constant base current . Lableeach curve with the base current it represents, graph the date in your notebook, showthe Load Line on the graph.

10' Use the characteristic curves you plotted to determine the Bac at Vce of 5 volts

I L Place your transistor on the curve tracer and get a family of'the same curves youplotted.


